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Abstract: The industrial design students are increasingly involved with the development of functional interactable prototypes. There is complexity in both the concept generation and the implementation, something that the design students need to be able to cope with. We approach the prototyping in the light of representing a design idea, moving from concept towards a physical manifestation, and discuss the concept-imposed minimum towards the complexity of a prototype. While a combination of methods, such as cardboard-mockups, and wizard-of-oz can be used to evaluate simpler design ideas, they simply fall short with a complex device, as there are too many things happening. Thus, an approach is needed for developing complex prototypes. We examine five different prototypes, and discuss the role of the teacher in each. Drawing from the concept, prototyping practice, and the required complexity, we suggest stages of complexity for the development, and a more active participation from the teacher.
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1. Introduction

The role of the industrial designer is rapidly changing, having far evolved from the tradition of form giving. This paper discusses the development of physical prototypes in interaction design education, with a focus on the development of functional prototypes. Our goal is to develop students, who are able to communicate and operate in a multidisciplinary setting. Prototyping tools such as Arduino have become common, and the students are tasked with the development of prototypes, instead of just concepts. Prototyping as a practice in design is well known (Koskinen et al., 2011), in both teaching and in research. In their research, Wensveen and Matthews (Wensveen & Matthews, 2015) describe four roles for a prototype in design research context, derived through an analysis of several different prototypes. The first role is an experimental component, where the prototype is an integral part of an experiment towards testing specific hypotheses. The second role is as means of inquiry, where a prototype is used for open-ended inquiry, followed by a research archetype, useable as illustration or demonstration. In the fourth role, the prototype is used as a vehicle for an inquiry, where it drives the research direction.
A device being developed can be described with varied levels of detail, and explored through different complexities of implementation. The most rudimental difference is between “a prototype” and “a sketch”, as explained by Buxton (Buxton, 1998). Both are representations of a design idea, however a prototype is something which has been invested in, and a sketch can be easily discarded, as it is merely a suggestion for a representation of an idea.

There are several methods for the generative phase to help understand the issues and try to extract the knowledge in what may be an unknown and a complex situation. Experience prototyping (Buchenau & Suri, 2007) draws from using one’s own bodily intuition to distill ideas, where we see the body as a filter for gaining information about the act of use, or the situation of use. On the other end of the scale, participatory design (Schuler & Namioka, eds., 1993) uses the stakeholders as a direct access to the information, to provide experience-based knowledge which could be otherwise difficult, or even impossible, to gain. Thus, these methods can be seen as bringing simplicity to the concept generation, as the information is already processed by either own experience or through others.

Hummels has explored prototyping through design concepts and prototypes at various levels (Hummels, 2000). There was a strong emphasis on division into low-fidelity prototypes, high-fidelity prototypes and working prototypes. Low-fidelity prototypes are more prevalent in the early stages of product development, while high-fidelity prototypes appear towards the end. They are also clearly separated from a spatial model, which is a physical model of the design concept or sketch. A working prototype is a fully functioning design idea, as Hummels explains: “A fully functioning prototype with the desired appearance approaches the experience of the product made and evokes a different experience than a low-fidelity cardboard mockup made quickly to test the interaction”.

How should the implementation then be approached? There are different levels of prototypical functionality, which can be used for the evaluation. For the low-end prototypes, there are e.g. paper prototypes (Ehn & Kyng, 1991) and non-functional mock-ups. These are suitable for exploring and communicating the basic idea, using imagination to fill in the gaps, in order to support the further development of the prototype. In his thesis, Simo Säde (Säde, 2001) described a cardboard mockup of a prototype. It was a three-dimensional mockup made from paper, building on top of paper prototypes (Ehn & Kyng, 1991). Taking a similar approach, a paper mockup was made, with the designer acting as the ‘machine’ behind the mockup. It was intended for user testing, without too expensive investment in materials or the development of technology towards what appears otherwise as a working prototype. This kind of prototype does not need technical expertise to achieve a representation of the final product. This is similar to creating the effect of a working prototype without actually having to program the intended behaviour, known as wizard of oz (Dahlbäck, Jönsson & Ahrenberg, 1993). However, it becomes increasingly difficult to create a fluid experience for the evaluation of complex systems: there are simply too many things happening at the same time.

While these are all useful approaches for generating ideas and concepts with the intent of creating a prototype, and evaluating the intended functionality, there is a gap in bridging the technology and the concept in the design education. As there are different levels of complexity for concepts, there appears to be a concept-imposed minimum towards the complexity of the intended prototype. We first approach the complexity towards the design education setting. Then, we examine the role of the teacher through interactive prototypes of different technological levels, and propose approaches for achieving higher level of complexity for prototypes in design education. Finally, we suggest a “stages of complexity”-approach towards developing complex prototypes.
2. Problem of Complexity

2.1 On Complexity

Norman discusses the complexity from a wide perspective, discussing different approaches through conceptual models and practical situations (Norman, 2010). One key aspect raised is the use of signifiers, i.e. how a complex situation can benefit from cues, indicating the state of the system, or suggestions towards the recommended action. The requirement engineers are trying to address complexity, with a problem being the management of the implementation of a large or otherwise complex embedded system (Sikora, Tenbergen & Pohl, 2012). In our opinion, both Norman and Sikora essentially describe the need for understanding and managing the information, where the focus is on how that information is represented. How, then, can a student be trained to work in a multidisciplinary team, and what is the level of complexity they need to be able to manage independently?

What do we mean by complexity? Consider the difference between Scratch (Resnick et al. 2009) and C (Kernighan & Ritchie, 1988). Both can be considered programming languages, with almost identical basic operators. However, the implementations are vastly different. Scratch offers ready-made IDE with graphical programming, designed to minimise possibilities for syntactical and logical errors related to the language. C, on the other hand, is all manual. Even a simplest typo with one character can change the resulting behaviour, or simply just make the code invalid, un compilable. The mental load is different, as a person coding with C needs to manage both the language, i.e. remember the syntax, variables and even the visual structure of the code, as well as the concept functionality. Scratch hides most of this complexity, allowing the user to focus only on the concept-related behaviour. As Scratch is similar to structured flowcharts, which have been proven to be beneficial for learning programming (Crews, & Ziegler, 1998) (Watts, 2004), it is a good example for managing the initial difficulties.

The complexity, as discussed here, is defined as the apparent difficulty of managing the connected hardware, towards the functionality implied by the concept. This can be divided to the electronic components required for the functionality of the concept, the firmware required for managing such electrical connections, and the operational software, which binds together the aforementioned to the behaviour as described by the concept. A fourth element could be argued to be the non-locality, such as devices being remote controlled by the prototype, or when the prototype behaviour would be influenced by information or interactions from the internet, or other non-local, intangible source. Thus, the minimum complexity attempts to describe the most straightforward resources required by a concept, which, consequently, begin to set real-world limits to the prototype implementation. We define the simplest resource as being the easiest to play around and understand, and acknowledge, that it depends on the person using the resource.

2.2 The Complexity of a Prototype is not Absolute

To extrapolate how the complexity depends on the person, we look at an imaginary example. In our concept, a capacitive touch-slider is used incrementally, i.e. not by absolute values, but by the direction of the movement. The slider can be implemented by having e.g. two parallel conductive triangles with width inversely proportional to the distance from the slider ends, or by having a minimum of three discrete touch areas in a sequence. Both implementations can be implemented in at least two ways in hardware: by building the capacitance measurement circuit directly to the processor pins, using components and considerable coding, or by using IC:s that measure the touch independently. The IC:s can be connected to the processor in different ways, such as e.g. by utilising...
a communication bus, or by the IC(:s) sending direct signals, one for each touch-area in the slider structure.

Even for such a basic element for interaction, it is difficult to see what is the simplest, as people interpret them through their own experiences. A person who has programming experience, but knows little electronics, might pick the one with a communication bus, as most parameters can be controlled through the communication bus. A design-student might not care about the communication bus IC:s, if there are no libraries available for the communication protocol, and prefer the ones with a direct outputs. Someone with electronics background might prefer building their own capacitive circuit, as it can be done with just two resistors, requiring some low-level coding. It seems evident that the complexity is not absolute, as the simplest solution depends on the person and the intent of the prototype.

Thus, the minimum complexity regarding the component (sensor, actuator, etc.) depends on the ability of a given student to play around with. On the other end, as a concept will set the outline for the prototype behaviour, it thus dictates the extent of the developer-influenced requirements for the implementable functionality (as a separate from the user-influenced). As an example, Joep Frens simplified a user interface with rich interactions (Frens, 2006), where the mental model of digital camera was enhanced through physical actions supporting the use. He developed cardboard mockups for the evaluation, and then created the final functional prototype with the help of studio personnel, who were experts in the construction methods. His work shows simplification in two aspects of prototyping: in the simplified process, where he didn’t have to focus on learning metalworking, and the simplification of use (mental model of the prototype), by providing rich interaction cues. Therefore, the complexity can be in the implementation, in the concept, or the combination of both, i.e. the prototype.

The minimum implementation will then depend on the “critical aspect” of the prototype being evaluated, i.e. what is the novelty, or the core idea, under development. Should the prototype focus on new way to charge a mobile device, then e.g. the actual functionality could be provided as ready-made, so as to focus only on the act of charging. On the other hand, if the prototypes under development would focus on a new interface to control music, the students could be provided with the underlying technology, such as amplifiers and mp3-players, and the development could focus on the actual user interface. Therefore, it is necessary to look at prototypes and how this has been achieved.

3. Prototypes

All of the prototypes presented here are created using user-centred design process, each prototype having been developed towards a situation that is well known. The needs have been identified through interviews, on-site excursions and observations, if the developers themselves were not at the core user group. The functionality was developed using Flowcards-tool (Mikkonen, 2012). The first two weeks of the course were spent on learning the basics of programming and physical prototyping. The background work and concept development were during the first three weeks, overlapping with the technical studies. The next five weeks were spent on the development of the prototypes. The teacher was available during all hours, and the course was implemented as full-time study.
3.1 Magic Cabinet

The prototype was a cabinet, with gesture-controlled transparency on the glass-doors, intended for speeding up searching through the cabinet. Each door had a separately controlled glass, controlled with an individual transformer. The transparency-control transformer-units were on/off controlled with an Arduino, which also interfaced to the IR-LEDs, and an IR-receiver. This enabled a simple gesture detection, based on the blocked signals. Thus, if an IR-signal was missing, the source would be known immediately, turning the corresponding door transparent. If the user did the gesture over any two doors simultaneously, all four would become transparent. The cabinet is shown in Figure 1., with a functional early prototype, and with the use of the cabinet-version.

![Image of Magic Cabinet](image_url)

*Figure 1. Magic cabinet functional mock-up (t), inactive prototype (bl), and activated prototype (br).*

To focus on the interaction, the system was first developed without the glass-doors. The system was simplified with one red LED acting as a door, and reproduced for four doors. The setup was wired for
a classroom whiteboard, where a sketch of the cabinet was drawn. This facilitated testing with the sensor/receiver locations, as well as coding and debugging. Once the interactions were satisfactory, the final version was built. In addition to the aforementioned, final cabinet consisted of four LCD-laminated glass-doors, and lights for each shelf. The teacher had the biggest influence on the selection of the transformer-units for the doors, by directly selecting an interface supporting the development using the red LEDs. Otherwise, the discussions focused mainly on the verification of the students work.

3.2 Colour Connection

The Colour Connection prototypes were designed for an airport restaurant or food-bar, to help identify those who want to communicate, as well as to keep track of the food and the flight status. Each table has a computer with a camera, connected to an inside projector and an RFID-reader. The tickets contained an RFID-tag, which were associated with simulated flight-data and food service. The status of the food and flight were projected to the table surface from below, when the ticket was kept on top of the table. The tables were placed so, that the face-detecting cameras would primarily look at the other tables, shown in Figure 2. If faces were detected looking towards the user, and if you would also look at the same table, your table would slowly turn red to indicate common interest. It would also show if you were on the same flight.

The students were independent during the prototyping-phase, as they immediately decided which functionalities they wanted to use. After going through the examples of face detection, RFID-tag reading and communication with the teacher, further help was not needed. Since the OpenCV-library used for the face detection gave coordinates and face-sizes, the students were able to independently figure out the expected parameters from a person sitting at a specific table. The students explored and tested with numerical values, associating them with physically represented parameters, effects of which could be easily visualised.
3.3 Honest Shoes

The Honest Shoes, shown in Figure 3., were developed to help people become better presenters, with the concept stemming from research evaluating different postures and how people fidget their feet while presenting. The shoes use acceleration sensors to detect fidgeting, as well as force sensitive resistors on one foot to help differentiate walking during presentations. Both shoes were built using Arduino FIO, and communicate wirelessly. They were developed in three phases, starting with the evaluation of honest signals (Pentland, 2008) of nervousness, and then making a first simple prototype: it was used for recording user fidgeting, as well as to later develop the first version of a detection algorithm. The second prototype of quality leather shoes was built based on the first, and includes the sensors for detecting walking.

The students were fairly independent, building on top of the previous phases. The simplification of data communication, as well as how to temporally (i.e. to scale time) utilise the multi-dimensional acceleration data for detecting fidgeting, required more teacher input. Interestingly, the most difficult idea to implement was sending the data wirelessly. In the end, the teacher explained directly that the detected state from another shoe would not require complex coding, and could be represented in, and transmitted to, the primary shoe with only one variable.
3.4 BeoSound Orbit

The BeoSound Orbit is a multi-modal user interface for controlling music streamed from Spotify. It uses top-projection and IR-camera for augmenting the physical user interface, which has rotational free-rolling volume control and on-off-functionality built to the cardboard top ring. The paper-cone contains LEDs for both visual feedback, as well as for illuminating objects at the table surface-level using infrared. The key elements of the user interface are visible in the Figure 4. By touching, sweeping and pulling or pushing with fingers, user can interact with the Spotify content. The Spotify-connectivity, projection and camera-analysis are handled by a PC, using ready-made libraries. The LEDs and the physical user-interface components are managed through a connected Arduino.

The students were highly independent; however there were several discussions on how to implement and augment the tabletop touch detection. Therefore the teacher suggested improvements to the technical (physical) signal qualities, which the students then explored. The teacher directly suggested how to combine the data from the mechanical interface to the core software on PC, as the overall system was becoming complex to manage by the students.
3.5 MealWeaver

MealWeaver, shown in Figure 5., is a device for recording the colours of the food being eaten, and creating abstract “woven” pattern using it. It consists of a button on Arduino connected to a PC, and a webcam for detecting food on top of white plates. The idea was to help couples decide on what food to prepare, by showing the eating history as an abstract pattern consisting of colours in the food. The colours would be extracted by searching for white circles, and a patch would be formed using the colours (food) inside the circle, size determined by the eating duration. The user interface consisted of a semi-transparent mirror display, and a button, which was pressed to indicate the beginning and the end of eating. The students were required to describe the behaviour in much more detail, with the teacher acting similar to a subcontracted engineer.

4. Discussion

4.1 On the role of the teacher

The prototyping has involved the teacher in different roles: as a guide, an engineer, and a work manager. Regardless of the role, the teacher tried to always arrange time and be approachable. In all cases, the teacher would also independently think of at least one way to implement the student concept. In all cases, the teacher provided them early on with basic methods on managing the electronics and to the program the behaviour, and during the prototyping phase, acted as a discursive guide.

The teacher was relying on the engineering knowledge in all cases, however with the MealWeaver, the role was very direct: coding as an “outside engineer”, the students were required to give very detailed specifications for the behaviour. The teacher would also discuss the intermediate results,
how and why they were obtained. With BeoSound Orbit, the engineering knowledge was needed to modify the camera for IR-detection, and combine that with the correct IR-LED:s. With the cabinet, the implications of different movement and touch detecting principles were discussed, due to the high voltage present in the glass-doors.

Even though mentioned only in the shoes, one critical aspect in all systems was the problem with time-scale differences. The prototypes operate at a very high speed, capable of millions of decisions per second. Scaling this to the user level has been such a problem, that the teacher has already created a set of libraries for managing them. It could be said that the teacher should be able to suggest methods, and approaches to implementations, and be prepared to actively go beyond basic setup. As with the capacitive slider earlier, each option has different benefits and downsides, and the technical aspects should be made easy to ignore: the teacher should be able to provide means for trivialising the usage, when necessary, so that the student can focus on the actual concept.

With the exception of the MealWeaver and the Colour Connection, the teacher has acted as an invisible work manager, keeping up with the prototype developments, having suggestions ready when needed. On the other hand, typical educational goals, requiring the students to give presentations at fixed times, setting schedules for ordering components etc., deadlines are being set. This is in effect very explicit work management, which can help the students considerably. By combining the deadlines with the engineering knowledge, i.e. times required for implementation, the teacher can discreetly manage the students work, suggesting changes, providing libraries, if things do not progress.

4.2 The Stages of Complexity

Complexity comes from the inability to manage the whole, requiring abstraction and simplification. The initial approach to the prototyping is critical, and keeping up the progress needs consideration. Even though the concept would be complex, it can be divided to modules and parts, an implementation approach suggested by Sikora et al. as well (Sikora, Tenbergen & Pohl, 2012). However, a complex implementation would imply less attention to the details through abstraction, it is necessary to understand the details. Simple prototypes can be addressed through teaching basics of interaction elements. Complex prototypes basically require either libraries or pre-made interfaces, requiring considerable preparation and reaction to the student progress. The first two weeks spent in learning the basics address the fears of implementation, and show that independent development is possible, helping kickstart the initial motivation.

As soon as the students have their concepts, identifying and separating key functionality is important. This sets the minimum complexity through the intent of the concept, and the identification of key components can be started. The students should be able to explain the purpose, in order to look for different ways, i.e. components with different functionality, to achieve it. The students would then approach the components, with the intent of learning to understand the implications, by playing with them to get first hand experience. Ideally, there would be several different options to explore: for example, touch could be detected using capacitive components, but also with pressure-sensitive components, such as force-sensitive resistors. Such sensors are electrically simple, but may require flexible casing.

The concept can be split to targets, which can be achieved through successive work. With the exception of MealWeaver and Magic cabinet, each prototype had several functional elements, augmenting the core concept. With BeoSound Orbit, the external casing was made from paper, as there was no time to finalise the casing. Thus, to develop the essence of the interaction concept, and then build additional goals keeps up the motivation, help deal with the complexity in incremental
steps. However, the key is in the teacher reactions and adaptability towards student progress, creating a prototyping-positive atmosphere.

5. Conclusions

We have discussed the role of the prototype and complexity, presented several prototypes, and how to manage prototyping in interaction design education. The teacher’s role is critical - but how much of the work should rely on the teacher, and should the line be drawn on the lecture material? When the teacher independently develops at least one way to implement a prototype, it will also help in defining the minimum complexity. To address the complexity faced by the students, we argue for expanding the role of the teacher, to take a more active role in the development, augmented by prototyping through different stages of implementational complexity.
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